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Abstract
Reinforcement learning (RL) tasks are typically
framed as Markov Decision Processes (MDPs),
assuming that decisions are made at fixed time
intervals. However, many applications of great
importance, including healthcare, do not satisfy this assumption, yet they are commonly
modelled as MDPs after an artificial reshaping of the data. In addition, most healthcare
(and similar) problems are offline by nature,
allowing for only retrospective studies. To address both challenges, we begin by discussing
the Semi-MDP (SMDP) framework, which formally handles actions of variable timings. We
next present a formal way to apply SMDP modifications to nearly any given value-based offline RL method. We use this theory to introduce three SMDP-based offline RL algorithms,
namely, SDQN, SDDQN, and SBCQ. We then
experimentally demonstrate that only these
SMDP-based algorithms learn the optimal policy in variable-time environments, whereas their
MDP counterparts do not. Finally, we apply our new algorithms to a real-world offline
dataset pertaining to warfarin dosing for stroke
prevention and demonstrate similar results.
∗
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Data and Code Availability Access to the Randomized Control Trial data used for the warfarin
study is governed by the COMBINE AF executive committee. Investigators interested in working
with these data should contact a member of the
committee to discuss potential collaboration (Carnicelli et al., 2021).
The code is available at
https://github.com/mary-wu/smdp.

1. Introduction
Many healthcare and medical problems are sequential
decision-making tasks: the patient’s health condition
is monitored, medical interventions are administered
accordingly, and the cycle repeats until a termination point. A formal way to model such problems is
through Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) (Puterman, 1994). In the MDP setting, patients are often
modelled by their health state. The state accounts
for a sufficient history of the patient’s health records,
as well as demographic or other relevant information, which together make the state self-contained
at any time point (Ghassemi et al., 2014, 2015; Wu
et al., 2016; Ghassemi et al., 2017; Suresh et al.,
2017; Raghu et al., 2017). Solving an MDP may be
achieved through a wealth of algorithmic approaches,
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which are collectively known as reinforcement learning (RL) (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996; Sutton and
Barto, 2018). However, there are two significant challenges in many healthcare problems. First, observations are sporadic, which violates the MDP’s required
regular spacing of time intervals. Second, datasets
are typically offline without an opportunity to interact. This paper will propose a class of algorithms to
address both concerns.
A motivating example is warfarin dose management. Warfarin is an anticoagulant commonly prescribed to reduce the risk of stroke associated with
atrial fibrillation (Pirmohamed, 2018). This example
is of particular interest as stroke is the second leading
cause of death worldwide (WHO), warfarin continues
to be used around the globe, and clinicians struggle
to prescribe it effectively because of its complex pharmacodynamics. Warfarin dosing for atrial fibrillation
is easily modelled as a sequential decision-making
task: patients visit the clinic at certain time intervals to monitor their health, during which a physician
may adjust their dose. At each visit, the patient’s
International Normalized Ratio (INR) is measured
and used, along with the patient’s medical history
and demographic information, to potentially modify
the dosage. Although this is a well-defined decisionmaking process, we cannot directly model this as an
MDP due to inconsistent times between clinical visits
(see Section 6.2).
In general terms, the MDP framework contains no
notion of a course of action persisting over a variable period of time (Sutton et al., 1999). More precisely, the standard MDP framework does not include
temporal abstraction or temporally extended actions.
Temporal abstraction can be introduced into RL in a
variety of ways, see for example Ring (1991); Wixson
(1991); Schmidhuber (1991); Singh (1992); Chrisman
(1994); Sutton (1995); Precup et al. (1997); Precup
and Sutton (1997). Among these methods, using options (Precup et al., 1998) has versatility, solid mathematical exposition, and similarity of the resultant
theory to the standard RL framework. An option
is a fixed policy with an initiation function, which
signals where the policy can be selected, and a termination function, which specifies when the policy is
terminated while it is running. While an option is active, the primitive actions are chosen according to its
policy until the termination function becomes true, at
which point the next option is chosen. Options have
been utilized to formally introduce temporal abstractions to the MDP framework (Sutton et al., 1999)

through the Semi-MDP (SMDP) framework (Bradtke
and Duff, 1994; Parr, 1998), by replacing actions with
options. This makes SMDPs appropriate for modeling unregulated discrete-event problems over continuous or discrete time. There are several other methods
that are built on continuous-time dynamic programming (CDP). For example, Marked Temporal Processes (Aalen et al., 2008; Zarezade et al., 2017) are
a domain-specific application of CDP (they use classic HJB results, which are also core to SMDP theory
(Bradtke and Duff, 1994)). We however note that
none of these methods are considered inherently different methodologies; hence, we do not discuss them
in this paper nor compare our results against them.
Importantly, we also remark that none of these classic
or recent materials pertain to the offline case, which
we discuss next.
Another important characteristic of many healthcare and treatment management problems is their offline nature (Lange et al., 2012), i.e., the dataset is
static and must be analysed in a retrospective manner due to diverse safety, ethical, or legal constraints
(Fatemi et al., 2021). While offline RL literature has
advanced substantially in recent years, proposed offline RL algorithms still target MDP scenarios (Lange
et al., 2012; Fujimoto et al., 2019b). One core contribution of this paper is to introduce a systematic way
to construct SMDP versions of common offline RL
methods. This new class of algorithms is sound and
easy to implement once the MDP version is given.
Of particular interest, we introduce the SBCQ algorithm, an SMDP version of Batch-Constrained Qlearning (BCQ) (Fujimoto et al., 2019b). SBCQ addresses the over-estimation issue of offline RL methods the same way that BCQ does, but extends the
framework to handle Semi-Markov regimes with arbitrary options.
While options are great tools to properly address
the irregular timing of healthcare scenarios, the standard SMDP framework requires full observability of
intra-option rewards. This is not normally the case
in healthcare (and perhaps various other similar domains), since both the state and the reward are monitored solely at the time that the patient comes to
the clinic. To address this issue, we choose to use
linear interpolation and will argue how this solution
is medically sound in the case of the stroke problem.
In addition, we are interested in the case where options are given rather than learned. This is because
in our healthcare setting (and similar problems), the
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options are used to model the maintenance of a given
prescription for various time intervals.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses important related work. Section 3 explains the setting and reviews important results from
the literature, which sets the stage for our main technical contributions, presented in Section 4. We then
present a simple domain in Section 5 to concretely
demonstrate how our methods work in comparison to
the MDP variations, and contrast SBCQ with simpler
SMDP algorithms. Finally, in Section 6, we apply our
methods to the warfarin dosage management problem
and report similar conclusions in real-world settings.

and actions is not available (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996; Kushner and Yin, 2003). Overfitting to
data-collection artifacts in offline cases is another significant issue (François-Lavet et al., 2019; Sinha and
Garg, 2021; Agarwal et al., 2020). Moreover, estimation errors due to limited data may further lead
to mistimed or inappropriate decisions with adverse
safety consequences (Rebba et al., 2006). For a
more recent, yet partial, survey of MDP-based offline
RL methods see Levine et al. (2020). Since most
healthcare and medical-related sequential decisionmaking/reasoning problems are offline, this paper
studies the proposed SMDP algorithms in fully offline scenarios.

2. Related Work
RL for Health: RL has been the subject of much
focus in health (Yu et al., 2019), with particular emphasis on sepsis with various goals: seeking to develop
optimal treatment recommendation policies (Henry
et al., 2015; Futoma et al., 2017; Komorowski et al.,
2018; Saria, 2018; Raghu et al., 2017; Peng et al.,
2018; Li et al., 2019; Tang et al., 2020b), treatment avoidance (Fatemi et al., 2021), and learning
set-valued policies with the goal of human-in-theloop treatment selection (Tang et al., 2020a). All
such prior work aggregate observations at equally distributed time points such that these processes can be
modelled as MDPs. These are in direct contrast to
our approach that allows arbitrary time stamps for
observations.
SMDP in Deep RL: While SMDP theory has a
long history, its deployment to Deep RL settings is
fairly recent and limited. For example, Schmoll and
Schubert (2020) uses SMDP in a DQN setting for the
task of collecting stochastic, spatially distributed resources (stochastic resource collection), and Bellinger
et al. (2020) broadly applies SMDP to DQN and Recurrent DQN. However, to the best of our knowledge,
none of the few existing publications investigate offline scenarios, which is one of the core considerations
of the current paper.
Offline RL: Offline RL has been studied for a long
time in the context of batch RL (Lange et al., 2012).
Importantly, the performance of off-policy RL algorithms (Sutton and Barto, 2018) degrade drastically
in fully offline or batch settings as they need to sufficiently explore the environment with additional interactions (Jaques et al., 2019; Fujimoto et al., 2019b).
The challenges are significantly intensified when the
dataset is limited and exploration of various states

3. Background
3.1. Markov Decision Processes
We consider discrete-time episodic Markov Decision
Processes (MDPs), where an agent interacts with the
environment at each of the lowest-level discrete time
steps t = 1, 2, . . . . An MDP is defined as a tuple (X , A, R, T, γ). X and A are respectively the
state and action spaces, T is the transition kernel
T (x, a, ·) = P (·|x, a) that gets the probability of transitions if action a is selected at state x, γ ∈ [0, 1] is
the discount factor, and R : X × A × X 7→ R is the
reward function. A stationary policy π maps each
state x ∈ X to a probability distribution over the
action space A. We define a terminal state as the
final state at which the environment terminates (in
healthcare, it corresponds to the last point of a patient’s recorded trajectory). The set of all terminal
states is denoted by XT ⊂ X . Mathematically, a terminal state is absorbing (self-transition w.p. 1) with
zero reward afterwards. All terminal states are zerovalued, but the transitions to them may be associated
with a non-zero reward.
On each time step t, the agent perceives the environment’s state, Xt = x, and selects a primitive
action, At = a, according to a policy π(·|x). The
action influences the state and together with the internal dynamics of the environment, it transitions to
a new state Xt+1 = x′ at the next discrete time t + 1.
This transition may incur a reward of Rt+1 (x, a, x′ ).
We define return as the sum of discounted rewards as
the agent interacts with the environment. The value
function corresponding to a policy π is denoted by
Qπ (x, a) and defined as the expected return if the
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agent selects action At = a at state Xt = x and acts
according to π afterwards.
We define optimal value and state-value functions, respectively as Q∗ (x, a) = maxπ Qπ (x, a) and
V ∗ (x) = maxπ V π (x) = maxa′ Q∗ (x, a′ ).
3.2. Options and Semi Markov Decision
Processes
Semi-Markov Decision Processes (SMDPs) are a generalization of MDPs that handle actions with variable
duration. More precisely, an SMDP is similar to an
ordinary MDP, with the difference being that transitions may have stochastic time duration (Parr, 1998).
The original SMDP theory treats the extended actions as black boxes over continuous time (Bradtke
and Duff, 1994; Parr, 1998). To have a more versatile view, Sutton et al. (1999) built on that and
introduced a superimposed version, where each extended action is seen as an option. We adopt their
version in this paper and review the formalism in the
rest of this section.
An option is defined as the tuple (I, π, β), where
π : X × A 7→ [0, 1] is a policy, I ⊆ X is the initiation
set where the policy can be chosen, and β : X 7→ [0, 1]
is the termination function. If an option is active,
actions are selected according to its policy π until the
option terminates stochastically according to β. For
instance, the option of “opening-the-door” specifies
the (possibly stochastic) sequence of all the primitive
actions (e.g., all the muscle contractions) involved in
reaching the door knob, turning it, pulling/pushing
the door with proper force, and releasing the knob.
More precisely, the sequence of such primitive actions
can be seen as initiating a policy π at some proper
set of states I (e.g., where the knob is reachable),
running, and then terminating it once the knob is
released (where β = 1).
Policies and termination functions are called
Markov if they are only a function of the current
state. On the other hand, an option’s policy is called
Semi-Markov if it is a function of any event from the
history of the option. If an option is selected at time
t, we define the history from t to any time t′ > t by
htt′ = {st , at , rt+1 , st+1 , . . . , st′ }. Remark that SemiMarkov policies are less unconstrained than nonstationary policies in that Semi-Markovness only allows being function of events back to time t, but not
before that. Similarly, we can define the termination
function β to be Semi-Markov if it is a function of the
option’s history. For an option o = (I, π, β), we say

o is Markov if both π and β are Markov, and we say
o is Semi-Markov if any of π or β is Semi-Markov.
The concept of policy can be applied to options as
well. Formally, if O is a set of options defined on an
MDP M = (X , A, R, T, γ), a policy µ(o|x) is defined
as the probability of selecting o = (I, π, β) ∈ O at
state x ∈ X . If x ̸∈ I, then µ(o|x) = 0. Hence, a
policy over a set of options induces a flat policy at the
primitive actions level by selecting an option, waiting
until it terminates, selecting the next option and so
on. The flat policy is defined as the concatenation of
all the option-level policies. Note that the flat policy
is unlikely to be Markov even if both µ and all the
options are Markov. We next extend the concept of
value functions to Semi-Markov flat policies as


∞
X
.
γ j Rt+j+1 |E(π, x, t)
V π (x) = E 
j=0

where E(π, x, t) denotes the event of π being initiated
at state x at time t. By definition, the value of a state
under an option-level policy can then be defined as
the value of the state under the corresponding flat
.
policy: V µ (x) = V flat(µ) (x) for all x ∈ X . We also
µ
define Q (x, o) as the value of selecting option o =
(I, π, β) ∈ O at state x ∈ I under policy µ; formally,


∞
X
.
Qµ (x, o) = E 
γ j Rt+j+1 |E(oµ, x, t)
j=0

where oµ denotes the Semi-Markov policy (composing o and µ) that first follows the policy of o until it
terminates and then starts choosing another option
according to µ in the resultant state and follows its
policy, and so on.
SMDPs (Bradtke and Duff, 1994) are defined in a
similar way as the MDPs, but with temporally extended actions, the selection of which depends on
the history from each given state. Theorem 1 of
(Sutton et al., 1999) states that any fixed set of options defined on an MDP establishes a discrete time
SMDP. That is, the base problem is an MDP, over
which extended actions are shaped. This view provides flexibility in terms of what happens inside each
option, which can be examined, altered, learned, and
planned.
We are interested in the case where a fixed set of
options is given and we would like to determine the
best strategy for selecting among the options when
the current option terminates. Let us denote such
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a set of options as O. Remark that if O does not
contain all the primitive actions and/or any of the
options lasts for more than one step, then achieving the optimal values at the level of primitive actions may not be feasible. Still, it is important to
achieve the best results given the options. Of note,
having more flexibility in terms of option design can
improve the ultimate performance. For example, it
can be proved that having the choice to terminate
the current option whenever the agent wants (called
option interruption) directly improves the values of
all states. This extension can easily be applied using
our pipeline. However, at this stage we assume that
no observation is available between subsequent visits;
hence, option interruption is also infeasible.
Let µ : X ×O 7→ [0, 1] be an option-level policy that
selects options from O at states where the options’
initiation sets allow, and let Π(O) denote the set of all
such policies. Expanding the optimal value function
at the option level, it then follows:

takes the following form:
Q(x, o) ←− (1 − α)Q(x, o)


k
′ ′
+ α ρ(x, o) + γ max
Q(x , o )
′
o ∈O

(3)

where α is the learning rate. The SQ-learning algorithm of (3) is guaranteed to converge to the Q∗O
under similar conditions to the standard Q-learning
(Watkins, 1989; Watkins and Dayan, 1992).
The core technical contribution of our work is to
apply similar modifications to the update rules of
state-of-the-art offline RL algorithms to yield their
SMDP counterparts.

4. SMDP-based Offline RL
We introduce offline SMDP methods: a new class
of algorithms that operate for variable-timed SMDP
settings in an offline manner.

.
VO∗ (x) = max V µ
µ∈Π(O)

4.1. Algorithm Design

= max E[Rt+1 + · · · + γ k−1 Rt+k

We target offline value-based algorithms in this paper. The core technique is as follows: we first update
the Bellman target for (value-based) deep RL methk ∗ ′
= max E[ρ(x, o) + γ VO (x ) | E(o, x)] (1)
o∈O
ods along the same lines as the SMDP Q-learning update rule. Next, we add algorithm-specific tricks to
where k is the duration of o when taken at x, x′ is achieve the SMDP version of the algorithm. Specifthe state where the option terminates, and ρ(s, o) is ically, in the MDP scenarios, the Q function is typthe discounted cumulative rewards in the course of ically approximated using a parameterised function
option’s operation. We also dropped t for clarity. Qθ , where θ is a vector of parameters. At each iteraSimilarly, Q∗O satisfies:
tion j, the parameter vector is trained by minimising
a sequence of squared temporal-difference errors:
∗
′ ′
Q∗O (x, o) = E[ρ(x, o) + γ k max
Q
(x
,
o
)
|
E(o,
x)]
O
.
o′ ∈O
Lj (θj ) = E(x,a,r,x′ )∼U (D) δj2
(2)
.
δj = r + γ max
Qθj (x′ , a′ ) − Qθj (x, a)
(4)
′
o∈O

+ γ k VO∗ (xt+k ) | E(o, x, t)]

a

Importantly, remark that these Bellman equations incur a factor of γ k for the bootstrapping term. This
is to be expected since x′ is k steps away from x.
Nevertheless, this multiplier, along with the fact that
ρ(x, o) is the discounted return rather than the immediate reward, directly impact learning the optimal values. Equations (1) and (2) can directly be
used in planning algorithms such as (SMDP-) valueor policy-iteration (see Sutton et al. (1999) for details and examples). Similarly, for TD-like learning
algorithms, the update rule must be modified accordingly. Most prominently, the SMDP Q-learning update (Bradtke and Duff, 1994; Sutton et al., 1999)

where U (D) denotes uniform sampling from the offline data D, and δj is the TD error at iteration j.
We first construct a new data set D′ at the option
level in the form of {(x, o, ρ, x′ , k)}, where x and x′
are the states where o is initiated and terminated,
respectively; ρ is the discounted accumulated rewards
in the course of o; and k is the length of o. We then
replace (4) with the option error as the following:
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.
Lj (θj ) = E(x,o,ρ,x′ ,k)∼U (D′ ) δj2
.
δj = ρ + γ k max
Qθj (x′ , o′ ) − Qθj (x, o)
′
o

(5)
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Algorithm 1: Generic algorithm for SMDP-based offline RL.
Data: D′
Input: randomly initialized Qθ , γ
Output: learned Qθ
j ←− 0 /* j := total iteration counter */
for epoch = 1, M do
e ←− D′
D
repeat
e
sample minibatch {(xi , oi , ρi , x′i , ki )} ∼ U (D)
/* i := index inside the minibatch */
for all i do

ρi
if x′i is terminal
yi ←−
ki
′ ′
′
ρi + γ maxoi Qθj (xi , oi ) otherwise
δj,i ←− yi − Qθj (xi , oi )
end
P 2
perform a gradient descent step on i δj,i
with respect to the network parameters θj
j ←− j + 1
e ←− D
e \ {(xi , oi , ρi , x′ , ki )}
D
i
e is empty
until D
end

Algorithm 1 presents a vanilla SMDP offline RL algorithm based on (5). Various more sophisticated algorithms can follow (5) immediately; we present two
basic ones in this section and a more advanced one in
the next section. In all such algorithms, the relevant
lines of Algorithm 1 should properly be modified. Of
note, to mitigate the value overflow problem (Fatemi
et al., 2019), in all of our methods we also clip the
maxo′ Qθj (x′ , o′ ) part of (5) to remain between the
minimum and maximum possible returns, when applicable.

4.2. SMDP Batch-Constrained Q-Learning

One of the challenges of offline RL methods is mitigating the adverse effects of a phenomenon called
extrapolation error (Fujimoto et al., 2019b). There
are a few causes of extrapolation error, such as insufficient and/or imbalanced data, model bias, and training mismatch. In all these cases, off-policy learning
methods may yield an arbitrarily inaccurate value estimate Q(s, a) and a sub-optimal policy. To overcome
this, Batch-Constrained Q-learning (BCQ) restrains
the action space during the training process to actions that are likely to be observed with a probability
SDQN. Using the loss function from (5), we can larger than threshold τ (Fujimoto et al., 2019b).
then generalize the original Deep Q-networks (DQN)
Central to BCQ is three core steps: (1) minimize
method (Mnih et al., 2015): We introduce SDQN by the distance of selected actions to the data in the
considering a main network Qθ and a target network batch, (2) find states where observed data is simiQθ′ , which is updated from the main network every lar to the batch, and (3) maximize the value function
K steps. The loss function (5) is then modified by based on those. In the continuous setting, BCQ trains
replacing maxo′ Qθj (x′ , o′ ) with maxo′ Qθj′ (x′ , o′ ).
a generative model Gω (ai |x), commonly a conditional
variational auto-encoder (Kingma and Welling, 2013;
SDDQN. In a similar way, we can extend the dou- Sohn et al., 2015), to estimate the state-conditioned
ble DQN (DDQN) algorithm (Hasselt et al., 2016), marginal likelihood of observing action ai at state
which suppresses over-estimation issues of DQN by s. Actions are sampled from this network, and the
decoupling action-selection from maximization in the highest-valued action is selected. In the discrete case,
TD error. Our modification yields the new SDDQN which is used in this paper, the same core princivariation with the following TD error:
ples are maintained with a simpler approach (Fujimoto et al., 2019a). Gω (ai |x) is instead a behavioural

.
δj = ρ + γ k Qθj′ x′ , argmaxo′ Qθj (x′ , o′ ) − Qθj (x, o) cloning network trained with a cross-entropy loss and
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used to mask actions whose relative probability are
below a threshold τ (i.e. unlikely to be seen at the
given state).
Originally, BCQ maintains four neural networks:
two main networks Qθ1 , Qθ2 , and two target networks
Qθ1′ , Qθ2′ . To compute the loss for the training of
both main networks, the target value for a transition
(x, a, x′ ) is given by the following:
y = r(x, a, x′ ) + γ max[λ min Qθj′ (x′ , ai )
ai

j=1,2

+ (1 − λ) max Qθj′ (x′ , ai )]
j=1,2

(6)

(ai |x)
> τ for some
where ai ’s are such that maxGâωG
′
ω (â |x)
τ , and λ ∈ (0, 1). In the discrete case, BCQ simply
uses a double-DQN form as discussed in the previous
section. The target networks are updated from the
main networks either as a lump update once every K
steps, or gradually by θj′ = κθj + (1 − κ)θj′ with some
fixed κ ∈ (0, 1).
The resulting policy is then as follows:

π(x) = argmaxa′ Qθ (x, a′ ), a′ s.t.

Gω (a′ |x)
>τ
maxâ Gω (â′ |x)

In order to adopt BCQ and construct its SMDP
version, which we term SBCQ, we need to modify (6)
in accordance with (5). Remark that in (6), the entire part in brackets yields Q of the next state, x′ ,
on which the max operator applies under the batchconstraint. We therefore need to replace γ with γ k ,
r with ρ, and replace actions with options. Additionally, the generative model, Gω (ai |x), should be
replaced with an option-level version, Gω (oi |x), and
the action generation process should be performed
over options instead. The rest of the algorithmic procedures in the original BCQ remains the same.

is in general significantly more limiting and is normally error prone, as we further will see in Section
6.2. It is also worth noting that in some problems,
domain knowledge may help determine how to compute ρ (even fully accurately), which is rarely the case
for states and actions. For example, in goal-oriented
tasks, the reward is always zero except when the goal
is achieved, where the last option also terminates.
Hence, ρ = 0 for all options except the last one, where
ρ = γ k−1 rg , with rg being the goal reward.
To estimate the rewards in the warfarin problem
in particular, we refer to the medical literature and
assume linear changes in subsequent INR measurements, as suggested by Rosendaal et al. (1993). This
is because the goal of warfarin dosing management is
to maximize the time we spend in the INR therapeutic range of 2-3, also known as the time in therapeutic range (TTR). To encourage this behaviour, the
reward signal is +1 if the subsequent INR is within
the therapeutic range and 0 otherwise. To obtain intra transition rewards, we can use linear interpolation
to estimate the INR between clinical visits, and use
these estimates to determine the reward signals and
thus the discounted return ρ.

5. Illustrative Example
To demonstrate the need for SMDP-based algorithms
in time-variable environments, we compare the MDP
and SMDP variations for each of the three algorithms
presented in Section 4 in a simple Minigrid environment (Chevalier-Boisvert et al., 2018). We intentionally design the environment such that only options
are accessible to the agent and observations are only
provided when options are terminated. Experimental
details can be found in the Appendix.
5.1. Environment Setup

4.3. Estimation Requirements
In the algorithms presented above, the constructed
dataset, D′ , contains transitions in the form of
(x, o, ρ, x′ ). Hence, only the first and last states where
o begins and ends are required to be known, not any
others during the execution of o. However, the rewards at all the intra transitions are needed for computing the discounted return ρ. On the other hand,
if the environment is SMDP but modeled as an MDP
with aggregation of data at primitive time steps, then
we will also require estimating states and actions in
addition to rewards at all the primitive steps. This

In the Minigrid, shown in Figure 1, the agent (red triangle) attempts to reach the goal state (green square)
to achieve a reward of +10. The primitive actions in
the environment are: turn left, turn right, move forward, and do nothing. Each option begins by selecting one of the primitive actions, followed by a series
of forward steps. The number of steps depends on
the agent’s location in the grid — when the agent is
in the leftmost column facing downwards, the step
size is 4. When the agent is in the top row, the step
size is 1. Elsewhere, the step size is 2. To emulate
real-world scenarios with intra-transition reward sig-
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Figure 1: Minigrid 8x8 environment.
nals, we introduce a -1 reward from crossing the third
row, unless we are in the rightmost column, where no
negative reward exists.
5.2. MDP versus SMDP
The first experiment compares the MDP and SMDP
variations in an online setting, where the agents are
trained with the same exploration scheme. The learning curves (Figure 2) demonstrate that for all three algorithms, the traditional MDP variations yield a suboptimal policy, whereas the SMDP variations all converge to the optimal policy. This is because the traditional MDP algorithms consider option-level transitions as primitive transitions. They do not account
for the steps taken inside the options, thus improperly discounting the goal reward. In other words,
they choose to reach the goal (mistakenly) faster at
the expense of collecting the negative reward from
the third row. In contrast, SMDP algorithms correctly compute the return, and as a result, choose
the optimal trajectory that achieves a higher return.
It is worth noting that the MDP algorithms were able
to converge due to the simplicity of the example, but
in general, MDP algorithms in SMDP environments
may not converge at all (even to incorrect values) due
to nonstationary behaviours.
5.3. Offline Learning
The next experiment compares the three SMDP variations in an offline setting. Two factors in offline RL
that can pose challenges are the quality and size of
the dataset. To analyze how these affect SDQN, SDDQN, and SBCQ, we create datasets consisting each
of 100, 1,000, and 10,000 transitions. Trajectories
in each dataset include certain percentages of optimal and sub-optimal options. We introduce two suboptimal options that can be chosen at any step: the
second-best option (25% of the time) and a random
option (10%, 25%, and 50% of the time). This setup

is intended to loosely resemble real-world scenarios,
such as healthcare treatment management problems,
where treatment decisions are not always “optimal”
but are not fully random either. We train the agent
using each of these datasets, and for each configuration, the network which minimizes the validation loss
is used to evaluate on the test set. The test episodes
are fixed across all experiments, and consists of 10
randomly selected initial starting points to test the
agent’s learned policy more thoroughly.
Figure 3 shows the episodic returns, averaged
across the 10 test episodes for each algorithm and
dataset combination. We highlight two important
conclusions: first, at small dataset sizes, SBCQ
greatly outperforms SDQN and SDDQN, particularly when the dataset has more optimal decisions.
Second, when the buffer size increases, SDQN and
SDDQN both improve performance but are at best
equivalent to SBCQ. SBCQ appears to learn more
robustly with a small and noisy dataset than SDQN
or SDDQN. As a result, SBCQ is expected to induce
a better estimate than SDQN or SDDQN for many
applications of interest, such as healthcare, where
datasets may be limited in size and quality.

6. Warfarin Dosing
In this section, we consider the warfarin dosing optimization setting. As described in the introduction,
warfarin is an anti-coagulant commonly prescribed to
patients with atrial fibrillation to reduce their risk of
stroke, with dose management targeting an INR level
between 2 and 3 (known as the therapeutic range).
6.1. Data
The warfarin dataset consists of data for 29,272
adult patients across four randomized control trials: ARISTOTLE (Granger et al., 2011), ENGAGE
AF (Giugliano et al., 2013), ROCKET AF (Patel
et al., 2011), and RELY (Connolly et al., 2009).
The dataset contains records for each clinical visit,
which includes the measured INR and the prescribed
warfarin dose, as well as records of adverse clinical
events. This is complemented by patient medical history and demographic information. We filter for patients who did not have warfarin dose or INR data, as
well as for patients who had weekly doses exceeding
140mg. The final cohort, after preprocessing, consists of 28,444 patients, with trajectories that are on
average 26.9 ± 13.1 steps and 604.5 ± 318.1 days.
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Figure 2: Episodic returns across three random seeds for (S)DQN, and (S)DDQN, and (S)BCQ.
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Figure 3: Episodic returns averaged across test cases for each dataset configuration and each of SDQN,
SDDQN, and SBCQ. The environment here is slightly different from Figure 2 and explained in
the Appendix.

The state space is comprised of the measured
INR values, the prescribed warfarin dose, and the
patient health indicators. The indicators are suggested by clinicians based on clinical expertise, and
are sex, patient geography, medications at randomization (amiodarone, aspirin), and medical history
(diabetes, myocardial infarction, hypertension, and
smoking). There are seven options available to clinicians: decreasing or increasing the dose by increments
of >20%, 10-20%, or 0-10%, or maintaining the current dose. As discussed in Section 4.3, we use linear
interpolation to estimate the INR for each intra transition and assign a reward of +1 if the INR is within
the therapeutic range of 2-3 and 0 otherwise. The

ρ is the discounted return of these rewards over the
intermediate time steps prior to the next observation.
To split the data, we randomly sample half of the
ARISTOTLE data to create the test dataset. The
validation dataset then randomly samples from the
remaining ARISTOTLE and RELY data, and the
rest of the data is used in training. An important
metric in warfarin dosing is the time in therapeutic
range (TTR). We estimate the TTR by aggregating
the TTRs of the trajectories which have an agreement between the policy and clinician actions that
exceed 85% of the training trajectories’ agreements.
The model with the highest estimated TTR on the
validation dataset is chosen for evaluation on the test
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100%
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dataset. Technical details of data preparation and
splitting are presented in the Appendix.
6.2. MDP versus SMDP
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Figure 4: Options chosen by the interpolated MDP
formulation of BCQ, SBCQ, and the clinicians for all test states, aggregated by option direction.

Multiple of True
Return (Mean)

As discussed in the introduction, timing is not consistent in many practical situations, and modelling these
as MDPs, with or without artificial reshaping of the
data, may lead to unreliable results. The warfarin
problem is a salient example. The duration between
subsequent visits range from one day to three months
(mean 23 ± 15 days). Importantly, the time between
earlier visits may be short (1-2 days), with many
transitions and option decisions during this phase.
Data aggregation of weekly data points, for example,
would lose the information from these entries. Hence,
data aggregation must be done at a more fine-grain
level, which results in unclear dynamics and numerous fake points, especially in longer visit durations
(even for a single patient). Another spurious solution
is to introduce time into the state space. In principle,
this should make the state informative and seemingly
solve the issue. However, with limited data, adding
time to the state simply makes the observation space
far too sparse and not learnable. We found that in
practice, adding time significantly increases the training loss with almost no convergence, as expected.
Here, we examine the effect of artificial data aggregation in the warfarin setting using time steps of
one day. We use linear interpolation to define the
state where data is not available. This is similar to
the process for computing the discounted return of
an option. However, a critical distinction is that the
interpolated INR is used here in both the state and
reward, as opposed to the return estimation process,
which only uses the results to calculate the rewards.
Figure 4 illustrates how BCQ using this MDP formulation yields a policy that frequently chooses to
maintain the current dose. This is due to the imbalanced option space with excessive repetition of the
option “Maintain Dose” after data aggregation. The
SBCQ algorithm, on the other hand, is able to learn
a policy that is more nuanced and noticeably follows
similar option directions as the clinician with slight
preference towards increasing the dosage.

BCQ
SBCQ
Clinician

75%

20

SDDQN
SBCQ

15
10
5
0

20
40
Trajectory Step

60

Figure 5: Deviation of SDDQN and SBCQ from the
true returns (as a multiple of the true returns), averaged over test patients at each
step along their trajectories.

SBCQ against the true returns for each point along
the patient’s trajectory. We then normalize the difference by the true return and show the mean across
all test patients for each trajectory step, illustrated
in Figure 5. We limit the trajectory length to 65
steps, as more than 99.5% of the test patient trajectories satisfy this condition. Figure 5 demonstrates
that A) SBCQ incurs nearly an order of magnitude
lower over-estimation, and B) the over-estimation is
6.3. SDDQN versus SBCQ
largely consistent along steps, hence it may be less
We demonstrate that SBCQ is superior to SDDQN in destructive in terms of recovering the optimal policy.
the warfarin setting. In particular, we investigate the Remark that in an ideal case, where over-estimation
problem of over-estimation. We take the difference is a fixed-value shift, the optimal policy becomes fully
between the learned Q-values for both SDDQN and recoverable.
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7. Concluding Remarks
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method to its SMDP variation. This way, we formally
addressed the time-varying issue, while keeping the
algorithmic machinery consistent with the contemporary offline RL literature. Consequently, with the
advent of more preferable offline RL methods, we can
readily translate them to their SMDP counterparts.
We further leveraged the design space that our
methodology provides, and proposed three algorithms: SDQN, SDDQN, and SBCQ. To examine
the resultant algorithms, we experimentally demonstrated that these algorithms converged to the optimal policy in a time-varying online environment,
whereas their MDP counterparts converged to suboptimal policies. We then switched to offline settings
and demonstrated that SBCQ was considerably more
robust than SDQN or SDDQN, particularly when
trained using smaller and/or noisier datasets, as is the
case in many practical applications, such as healthcare. Finally, we presented a real-world scenario pertaining to warfarin dosing management. This problem remarkably manifests both the time-varying and
offline properties. We demonstrated that the MDP
framing of the problem was unable to learn a meaningful policy. Turning to the SMDP algorithms, we
then showed that SBCQ was less susceptible to overestimation than SDDQN with a significant margin.
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Appendix A. Illustrative Example
This section will document additional details of the
illustrative example. We use the Gym Minigrid environment (Chevalier-Boisvert et al., 2018) with an 8x8
grid, depicted in Figure 6. We use additional wrappers to modify the state space, observations, and reward structure. Most notably, we introduce options
as discussed in the main body of the paper. We will
release the code after the review process is concluded.
A.1. Model Architecture
We use the same fully-connected network architecture for all three algorithms: Semi Deep QNetowrk (SDDQN), Semi Double DQN (SDDQN),
and Semi Batch-Constrained Learning (SBCQ). The
state space, after converting to the flat array, has a
dimension size of 108. The fully-connected network
has two hidden layers, with 128 nodes and 64 nodes,
followed by a linear layer which outputs the Q value
of each action/option. The ReLU activation function
is applied to the two hidden layers. The networks
are trained using a learning rate of 0.0005 and minibatch size of 32. For the SBCQ algorithm, we use
a BCQ threshold of 0.3 for all of the experiments.
Other global hyper parameters can be found in the
config.yaml file at the root directory of the code.
A.2. Online Experiment Details
There are two reward signals in the environment: +10
when the agent reaches the goal state, and -1 when
the agent crosses the third row (unless the agent is in
the rightmost column). There are three possible options to take: turn left, turn right, or move forward.
Each option consists of the respective primitive action, followed by a sequence of forward steps. The
step size varies by location – when the agent is on
the top row, the step size is 1. When the agent is in

the leftmost column facing downwards, the step size
is 4. Elsewhere, the step size is 2. The discount factor
in the online setting is 0.9.
To ensure adequate exploration during training,
we begin with an epsilon of 1.0 (full exploration)
for 5,000 training steps, and we anneal the epsilon
to 0.1 over 10,000 additional steps. After every 20
training episodes, the current policy is evaluated in
the environment by running one episode with the
agent starting at the default initial position (upper
left corner). When the final policy is animated, we
observe that the MDP-based algorithms choose the
path that incurs the negative reward, whereas the
SMDP-based algorithms avoid the negative reward
by taking smaller steps towards the goal.
A.3. Offline Experiment Details
The results in the offline experiment are run on a
slightly modified environment. The first difference is
that the agent incurs a reward of -3 instead of -1 for
crossing the third row. The second difference is that
there are only two step sizes: a step size of 4 when
the agent is in the leftmost column facing downwards,
and a step size of 2 elsewhere. The third difference is
that the discount factor used in the offline setting is
0.95 instead of 0.9.
To have a fully offline learning scenario, the validation dataset is offline as well. There are a few ways to
select the validation data; e.g., using the same composition as the training data, or using the same validation dataset across all experiments. Regardless of
the selected approach, the validation dataset is composed of 250 transitions and is used to evaluate the
network under training in order to choose the best
training epoch. The best network with the lowest
validation loss is then selected to evaluate on the test
data. In the results presented in the main text, the
models were selected using the second validation approach. Figures 7 and 8 show the results using the
two validation approaches. The results presented in
the figures are aggregated across nine random seeds.
In the final version, we will update the main text to
reflect the results across more random seeds.

Figure 6: Minigrid 8x8 environment.
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Figure 7: Episodic returns averaged across all test cases for each dataset configuration and each of SDQN,
SDDQN, and SBCQ. Model selection was done using a fixed validation dataset (with 25% random
decision and 25% second-best decisions) across all experiments.
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Figure 8: Episodic returns averaged across all test cases for each dataset configuration and each of SDQN,
SDDQN, and SBCQ. Model selection was done using a validation dataset with the same composition as the training dataset.

Appendix B. Warfarin Dosing
Access to the warfarin data used for this study is governed by an executive committee. Details regarding
the data and how to reach the committee for potential collaborations will be released after the review
process is concluded.
B.1. Data Preprocessing
The warfarin dataset begins with 29,272 adult patients across the four trials. We begin by excluding
patients who did not have warfarin and INR data,
as well as patients who had weekly doses exceeding
140mg. This leaves us with 28,444 patients. We also
remove entries that were recorded prior to the first

INR measurement and after the final INR measurement.
For the state space, we extract the features deemed
relevant based on clinical input. These features were
age, sex, weight, region, smoking status, concurrent
medications (aspirin, amiodarone, thienopyridines),
and medical history (of diabetes, hypertension, myocardial infarction). The state space also consists
of the current INR, the previous four INR measurements, the previous warfarin dose, and binary variables indicating whether the patient experienced ischemic stroke, hemorrhagic stroke, major bleeding,
or hospitalizations during the treatment. All of the
continuous features are normalized, and the categorical features are converted to one-hot encodings. To
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improve training, the continuous features are also discretized by one-hot encoding the values into quantiles (hence, both normalized and quantile versions
are used). The fixed, demographic features and the
time-varying features are summarized in Tables 1 and
2, respectively. The final state space has a dimension
size of 56.
To construct the options, we use the recorded clinical decisions and discretized the dose increments
based on clinical expertise and existing clinical algorithms (Spall et al., 2012; Nieuwlaat et al., 2012).
Following clinical practice, the dose increments used
in the underlying primitive actions are: maintain current dosage, increase in increments of <10%, 10-20%,
and over 20%, or decrease in the same increments.
This yields seven primitive actions. Options are then
constructed as one of the seven primitive actions, followed by the primitive action of maintaining the current dosage.
There were a few cases where a patient treatment
was split into multiple trajectories. The first case is
when adverse medical events occur during the treatment, and the records surrounding the events may
not be as accurate as other records. As such, the trajectory ends when an adverse event occurs, and the
remaining treatment is treated as a new trajectory.
The second case is when more than 90 days elapsed
between clinical visits. Since this is a longer time
elapsed than clinical recommendation (Spall et al.,
2012), it is deemed that interpolation between these
points (for reward estimation) is unreliable. Instead,
we split this trajectory into two trajectories. After
creating trajectories from the patient data, some trajectories were very short (the shortest trajectory was
only one measurement). As a result, we also remove
trajectories that have fewer than ten decisions.
To split the data, we split along the trials. Half of
the ARISTOTLE patients were held out for testing,
and the remainder of the ARISTOTLE was split between training and validation. The validation data
was generated by randomly sampling from the remaining ARISTOTLE data, as well as the RE-LY
data. The rest of the data was used as the training
data.

64 nodes in each, followed by a linear layer mapping
to the Q value of each option. The ReLU activation
function is applied to both hidden layers. The networks are trained using the learning rate of 5 × 10−5
and batch size of 64. For the SBCQ algorithm, the
BCQ threshold is 0.2.
B.3. Model Validation
To select the model to use on the test data, we estimate what the time in therapeutic range (TTR)
would be had the clinician followed the policy. This is
estimated by evaluating the trajectories where there
is good agreement between the policy and the actions
chosen by the clinician in the same setting. Each of
the seven options corresponds an integer as such: [0:
Decrease dose by > 20%, 1: Decrease dose by 1020%, 2: Decrease dose by 10-20%, 3: Maintain current dose, 4: Increase dose by < 10%, 5: Increase
dose by 10 − 20%, 6: Increase dose by > 20%]. The
larger the difference between the doses, the larger the
difference in the clinical outcome of the dose decision. In other words, we denote the difference between the policy and clinician decision as the absolute difference between the corresponding integers of
their respective decisions. We can then sum up the
differences along a trajectory, to estimate the agreement between the policy and clinician for any given
trajectory. Then, we average the observed TTR for
trajectories whose agreement exceeds 85% of the trajectories. This yields the estimated TTR for following
the policy.

B.2. Model Architectures
We use the same fully-connected network for both the
DDQN and BCQ. The state space, as described in
the previous section, has a dimension size of 56. The
fully-connected network has two hidden layers, with
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Feature

Table 1: Warfarin Demographic Features
Data Format

Sex
Weight
Weight (Discretized)
Age
Age (Discretized)
Continent
On Aspirin
On Amiodarone
On Thienopyridine
History of Diabetes
History of Myocardial Infarction
History of Congestive Heart Failure
History of Hypertension
History of Smoking

Feature

Binary Encoding
Float (Min-Max Scaling)
One-Hot Encoding (6 Quantile Categories)
Float (Min-Max Scaling)
One-Hot Encoding (7 Quantile Categories)
One-Hot Encoding (6 Categories)
Binary Encoding
Binary Encoding
Binary Encoding
Binary Encoding
Binary Encoding
Binary Encoding
Binary Encoding
One-Hot Encoding (3 Categories)

Table 2: Warfarin Time-Varying Features
Data Format

Previous Warfarin Dose
Previous Warfarin Dose (Discretized)
Current INR
Current INR (Discretized)
Previous Four INR Measurements
Minor Bleed Occurrence
Major Bleed Occurrence
Hospitalization Occurrence

Float (Min-Max Scaling)
One-Hot Encoding (10 Quantile Categories)
Float (Min-Max Scaling)
One-Hot Encoding (5 Quantile Categories)
Float (Min-Max Scaling)
Binary Encoding
Binary Encoding
Binary Encoding
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